Muriel Kerba

In her work, Muriel Kerba tries to translate a form of plant life close to that of the animal form, and to let its presence come alive through volume and
relief. The relief is created by a play of cuts and gashes, while the colour vibrates through small touches. Depending on the position of the spectator, the
work transforms itself: the light moves and reveals a work where each stroke of the blade, precise and measured, has its importance.
The artist is essentially inspired by the botanical register. This vegetal universe is teeming with developing cells in the form of bulbs, germs, roots or
branches. Their organic structures become the main characters of abstract compositions and allow her to evoke a parallel world that escapes the naked
eye: that of the infinitely small as well as the infinitely large.
From then on, to approach her work is to act as a speleologist. From the study of a ground, its consistency, its colour, its texture, its composition, one
could do the same with her works. And from the study of the layers of a soil, their dating, their thickness, their extent, one could do the same with her
work process. The accumulation of successive layers, whether of ink, paper or paint, is a constant in her research. This implies a notion of time: each
stage of creation must be allowed to ferment in its own way.
Muriel needs to explore several directions, to turn around the pot in which all the plants in her personal canopy grow. She deliberately uses the word
"canopy" because light is also a key element for her and obviously its corollary: colour. It is the point of contact between her work and the spectator. It
captures the eye, attracts and fascinates with its vibratory waves. This can be seen in her latest series, "Achrome", which is a search for colour through
white and drawing through cutting. It is a game of reverberation on perforated paper and the creation of an illusion of colour in a white world: the
luminous reflection of colour in a totally white universe gives the impression of a drawing in relief. The paper cut-outs draw the shape and create a
double dimension through a play of drop shadows.
Biography
After graduating from the prestigious Parisian art school Penninghen, Muriel Kerba became a graphic designer in publishing and then communication
before branching off into youth illustration in 1999. She then published numerous albums (Nathan, Bayard, Hachette, Gallimard...).
Parallel to illustration, a desire for personal artistic research slowly emerges, and it is in 2010 that she starts on this path. A first exhibition quickly gave
an impulse to this desire and consolidated her desire to go further. She then discovers ceramics and then silkscreen printing; two areas of creation
made up of high standards and patience. More recently, always in a quest for personal research, the work of paper cut-outs has imposed itself on her.
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